UPDATED FEES FOR HEATING PERMITS, COO, BIP, HCQ, STATIONARY ENGINEERS
$50 plus

HEATING PERMIT FLAT FEE
Permit fee from the following list:
1. For in-kind replacement of fuel device to 1- or 2-family dwelling, per device

$30

2. For in-kind replacement of residential, commercial, or industrial fuel device, per device

$30
3. For installation of a fuel device used as part of, or as an addition to, an existing commercial or industrial $30
process, per device
4. For installation of a new fuel device in an existing residential, commercial, or industrial building, per $30
device (when no plans are required by the BCNYS)
5. For fuel devices site work (e.g., heated paving, permanent radiant or other heaters, etc.)

$100

HEATING PERMIT requiring PLAN REVIEW
Application fee (nonrefundable)
Plan review (nonrefundable)
Permit and inspection

$50
$50 or $0.0025 x SF, whichever is greater
$50 or $0.02 x SF, whichever is greater

BUSINESS LICENSE COO FEES
For inspecting any existing (or new), reconstructed, altered or added-to fuel-burning equipment or device:

$35

The furnace volume of which does not exceed 25 cubic feet or equivalent or the BTU input per hour of which does $35
not exceed 1,500,000 for each unit
The furnace greater than 25 cubic feet which is greater than 1,500,000 but does not exceed 3,000,000
………………………….…which is greater than 3,000,000 but does not exceed 6,000,000, for each unit
The furnace volume…….. which is greater than 6,000,000, for each unit

$40
$50
$100

BUSINESS LICENSE BIP FEES
Boilers exceeding 25 horsepower

$50

More than 1 in 1 establishment each in excess of 1
Boilers not exceeding 25 horsepower

$20
$40

More than 1 in 1 establishment, each additional
Miniature boiler

$20
$20

TRADE: STATIONARY ENGINEER'S LICENSES, RENEWALS, TESTING FEES
Chief engineer
First-class engineer o

$125
$100

Second-class engineer
Special engineer

$75
$50

Examination for license all stationary engineers

$50

HCQ TRADE LICENSES
Examination
License fee

Eliminate CLASSES. All HCQ will have the same fees.
$50
$150

